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Abstract

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) produce over 50% of tropical precipitation and account for the majority of extreme rainfall

and flooding events. MCSs are considered the building blocks of larger-scale convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs).

While CCEWs can provide favorable environments for convection, how CCEWs can systematically impact organized convection

and thereby MCS characteristics is less clear. We examine this question by analyzing a global MCS tracking dataset. During the

active phase of CCEWs, MCS frequency increases and MCSs rain harder, produce more lifetime total rain, and grow larger in

size. The probability of extreme MCSs also elevates. These changes are most pronounced when MCSs are associated with Kelvin

waves and tropical depression-type waves while least so with the Madden-Julian Oscillation. These results can be benchmarks to

improve model representation of MCS interactions with large-scale circulations and can be leveraged operationally for extended

forecasts of high-impact MCSs.
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Key Points:8

• Mesoscale convective system (MCS) frequency increases during the active phase9

of convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs).10

• MCSs tend to rain harder, produce more lifetime total rain, and grow larger in11

size when they occur during the active phase of CCEWs.12

• The probability of extreme MCSs rises during active CCEWs. This provides an13

opportunity for extended forecasts of extreme rainfall events.14
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Abstract15

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) produce over 50% of tropical precipitation and ac-16

count for the majority of extreme rainfall and flooding events. MCSs are considered the17

building blocks of larger-scale convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs). While18

CCEWs can provide favorable environments for convection, how CCEWs can system-19

atically impact organized convection and thereby MCS characteristics is less clear. We20

examine this question by analyzing a global MCS tracking dataset. During the active21

phase of CCEWs, MCS frequency increases and MCSs rain harder, produce more life-22

time total rain, and grow larger in size. The probability of extreme MCSs also elevates.23

These changes are most pronounced when MCSs are associated with Kelvin waves and24

tropical depression-type waves while least so with the Madden-Julian Oscillation. These25

results can be benchmarks to improve model representation of MCS interactions with26

large-scale circulations and can be leveraged operationally for extended forecasts of high-27

impact MCSs.28

Plain Language Summary29

Satellite observations show that the population of tropical clouds tends to cluster30

in a variety of sizes. A type of cluster with a size of around 100 km, known as mesoscale31

convective systems (MCSs), produces over 50% of tropical rainfall and often causes ex-32

treme rainfall and flooding events because MCSs can produce heavy rainfall for a long33

duration. Other larger clusters spanning from 1000 to 10000 km, such as convectively34

coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs), can favor the formation of convection within them.35

However, how CCEWs can systematically change MCS development and characteristics36

is not well understood. We examine this by analyzing an MCS tracking dataset. When37

MCSs occur within CCEWs, their frequency increases and they rain harder, produce more38

lifetime total rain, and grow larger in size. The probability of extreme MCSs is also el-39

evated. These changes are most pronounced when MCSs occur within two types of CCEWs,40

Kelvin waves and tropical depression-type waves while least so with another, the Madden-41

Julian Oscillation. These results can be benchmarks to improve computer simulations42

of MCS interactions with large-scale circulations. Because CCEWs are better predicted43

than MCSs beyond one week, results here can also be leveraged operationally for fore-44

casts of high-impact MCSs.45

1 Introduction46

Satellite observations of clouds in the tropics reveal a hierarchy of organized cloud47

clusters ranging from the planetary-scale Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO), through synoptic-48

scale convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs), to mesoscale convective systems49

(MCSs, Nakazawa, 1988; Mapes & Houze, 1993; S. S. Chen et al., 1996). These various50

types of convective organization are not necessarily independent from one another and51

MCSs, with scales of 100s of kilometers, are often considered building blocks of those larger-52

scale tropical circulations (Mapes et al., 2006). The most intense MCSs often cause high-53

impact weather events and the frequency of these rainfall extremes has increased in the54

past few decades and is projected to rise with climate change (Z. Feng et al., 2016; Tay-55

lor et al., 2017; Tabari, 2020; R. S. Schumacher & Rasmussen, 2020). While MCSs are56

difficult to predict in current global weather and climate models due to their smaller scales57

and dependence on subgrid-scale processes, larger-scale disturbances such as CCEWs can58

be predicted with higher skill beyond one week (Ying & Zhang, 2017; Dias et al., 2018;59

Janiga et al., 2018; Judt, 2020). Therefore, synoptic disturbances can be useful sources60

of extended predictability for tropical rainfall events associated with MCSs. A critical61

step towards this is to establish an observational understanding of how MCS character-62

istics and their extremes can be related to those large-scale disturbances.63
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The potential modulation of MCSs by large-scale tropical circulations is somewhat64

expected considering that 100 years of MCS research invariantly highlights how environ-65

mental conditions can impact the initiation, development, and intensity of MCSs over66

a wide range of climate regimes (e.g., Houze, 2018; Rotunno et al., 1988; LeMone et al.,67

1998; Laing & Fritsch, 2000). Vertical wind shear can favor convective cells to organize68

into coherent mesoscale entities. Moisture and entrainment of dry air can impact the abil-69

ity of convective elements to grow upscale into extensive stratiform regions character-70

istics of mature MCSs (C. Schumacher & Houze, 2006; X. Chen et al., 2022). The most71

intense and high-impact MCSs are often a result of interactions across scales generat-72

ing favorable environments for long-lasting convection (Vizy & Cook, 2022; R. S. Schu-73

macher & Johnson, 2005; Taylor et al., 2017; Latos et al., 2021; Baranowski et al., 2020).74

While the term CCEWs is traditionally reserved for convectively coupled Matsuno75

modes (Matsuno, 1966; Kiladis et al., 2009), here we adopt a broad perspective (Wolding76

et al., 2020), which also includes the MJO (Madden & Julian, 1971) and tropical depres-77

sion (TD)-type disturbances or easterly waves (Takayabu & Nitta, 1993; Kiladis et al.,78

2006). CCEWs can modulate tropical environments to favor convective initiation and79

organization (Kiladis et al., 2009; Serra et al., 2020). This modulation can impact the80

ensemble of cloud populations and change the likelihood of MCS occurrence (Mapes et81

al., 2006; Yasunaga & Mapes, 2011b, 2011a; Nakamura & Takayabu, 2022a, 2022b). In82

addition, since the structures of CCEWs vary systematically from one another, this in-83

fluences the ability of different CCEWs to support convection and determines whether84

groups of convective cells can develop upscale into MCSs. A recently developed 19-year85

MCS tracking dataset from Z. Feng et al. (2021) offers a unique opportunity to system-86

atically examine the relationship between CCEWs and embedded MCSs across the global87

tropics.88

The goal of this study is to document how MCSs are systematically modulated by89

CCEWs as part of a broad community effort to further our understanding of convective90

organization and wave-convection coupling in the tropics. In particular, we address two91

questions: 1) How do CCEWs modulate MCS frequency, characteristics, and extremes?92

2) How does this modulation vary with different CCEWs? This observed relationship93

between organized convection and large-scale circulations can be benchmarks to improve94

model representations of MCS interactions with large-scale circulations and provide op-95

erational guidance for high-impact MCS events at extended lead times.96

2 Data and Method97

2.1 CCEW identification98

We use the rainfall product of Global Precipitation Mission Integrated Multi-satellitE99

Retrievals for Global precipitation measurement (GPM IMERG, Huffman et al., 2020)100

from 2001 to 2019. The IMERG rainfall is utilized at 3-hour intervals and interpolated101

to 2.5 ◦ × 2.5 ◦. To identify CCEWs, tropical rainfall is filtered in wavenumber-frequency102

space following the standard method from M. Wheeler and Kiladis (1999), with the same103

parameters as in Dias et al. (2017) for Matsuno’s modes and the MJO. For TDs, we ap-104

ply the same filter as in Kiladis et al. (2006). Due to the large seasonal and regional vari-105

ation of CCEW activity across the globe (M. Wheeler & Kiladis, 1999; Roundy & Frank,106

2004; P. Huang & Huang, 2011; Dias & Kiladis, 2014), amplitudes of the filtered signals107

are normalized by standard deviation at each grid point using the 3-hourly data with108

the first three harmonics of seasonal cycle removed. In the interest of conciseness, but109

still considering seasonal cycles of CCEWs, we present results from March–August for110

Kelvin waves, June—November for TDs and mixed Rossby gravity waves (MRGs), and111

November–April for equatorial Rossby waves (ERs) and the MJO. These are the months112

when each type of CCEWs is most active (not shown).113
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While we have investigated all CCEWs, we exclude westward and eastward inertio-114

gravity waves. This is because one underlying assumption is that large-scale circulations115

provide a relatively unchanged environment within the typical lifetime of MCSs. The lack116

of scale separation between MCSs and inertio-gravity waves invalidates this assumption.117

2.2 MCS database118

We use the global MCS database from Z. Feng et al. (2021) where MCSs are tracked119

hourly from 2001 to 2019 using NASA brightness temperature (Tb) (Janowiak et al., 2017)120

and precipitation features (PFs) retrieved from the GPM IMERG precipitation prod-121

uct at 0.1◦ spatial resolution. The two datasets allow for more accurate identification122

of MCSs where their lifetime evolution and internal structure (such as convective and123

stratiform features manifested as rain rates) are considered. Briefly, an MCS is identi-124

fied if the following criteria are met for longer than four hours (see Z. Feng et al. (2021)125

for more details). 1) A cold cloud system defined in Tb exceeds an area of 4×104 km2
126

and contains at least a PF in IMERG with a major axis length larger than 100 km. 2)127

The PF area, mean rain rate, rain rate skewness, and heavy rain volume ratio are larger128

than corresponding lifetime-dependent thresholds. MCSs in the tropics are tracked in129

two domains and stitched together. The two domains are combined by allowing MCSs130

to track from east to west but not in the opposite direction near the boundaries (30◦–131

50◦E and 180◦). As a result, MCS tracks in those regions need to be interpreted with132

caution. Only MCSs within 15◦N/S are analyzed.133

2.3 MCS characteristics134

In the MCS dataset, each cold cloud system has hourly centroid latitudes and lon-135

gitudes. These values are averaged across the MCS lifetime to obtain a mean location136

and time of that MCS. If the corresponding amplitude of a CCEW, measured by the near-137

est grid points to the mean MCS location and the closest 3-hourly time stamp to the av-138

erage MCS time, is equal to or larger than one standard deviation, the MCS is deter-139

mined to be concurrent with that active CCEW. Note that since tropical convection is140

organized at various time scales, an MCS can be associated with more than one type of141

active CCEWs.142

We calculate five representative characteristics of MCSs to assess their intensity,143

sizes, and duration. The three intensity metrics are lifetime total rain, average rain rate,144

and maximum rain rate. The lifetime total rain is the integrated amount of rain, expressed145

in millimeters (mm), falling underneath an MCS cloud shield throughout its lifetime. This146

metric can be converted to volumetric rain in kilograms. The average rain rate, measured147

in mm hr−1, is the mean rain rate of the largest 3 PFs of an MCS throughout its life-148

time. Three PFs are used because the MCS tracking dataset only includes precipitation149

statistics from the largest 3 PFs, which on average produce over 70% of the lifetime to-150

tal precipitation. The maximum rain rate, expressed in mm hr−1, is defined as the heav-151

iest precipitating pixel within the cloud shield during the lifetime of an MCS. The size152

of an MCS is expressed in km2 as the mean area of the cold cloud shield during its life-153

time. The duration is the total hours of each tracked cold cloud system. Every MCS has154

one value for each of these metrics to represent its overall characteristics.155

We bin MCSs into 5◦ × 5◦ grid boxes. Values of MCS characteristics are standard-156

ized by the mean and standard deviation of all MCSs occurring in the same grid box and157

months. Despite tremendous MCS variability globally and seasonally (Houze et al., 2015;158

X. Huang et al., 2018; Schiro et al., 2020; Z. Feng et al., 2021), using this dimensionless159

Z-score in probability distribution functions (pdfs) renders distributions of MCS char-160

acteristics similar across the globe (not shown). The choice of grid-box sizes is made be-161

cause the area of an individual MCS is at least 2◦ × 2◦ and this binning yields robust162
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statistical analysis. Tests reveal that the size of the grids does not qualitatively impact163

the results.164

2.4 MCS frequency and risk ratio for extreme MCSs165

Two ratios are defined to assess the change in MCS frequency attributable to CCEWs166

relative to the climatology. A frequency ratio for MCS occurrence Rfreq in each grid box167

is defined as,168

Rfreq =
MCSwave/twave

MCSall/tall
(1)

MCSwave is the number of MCSs concurrent with a particular CCEW, and twave is the169

number of times when that CCEW is active. MCSall is the total number of MCSs, and170

tall is the total number of times. For each CCEW type, all numbers are calculated for171

the respective 6-month periods considered from 2001 to 2019. The numerator of Rfreq172

describes the frequency of MCSs when that CCEW is active and the denominator is the173

climatological frequency of MCSs. Taken together, Rfreq measures the MCS frequency174

change associated with that CCEW normalized by climatology. A value larger than one175

indicates the presence of the CCEW increases the frequency of MCSs.176

Similarly, we define a risk ratio to measure the frequency change of extreme MCSs.177

The threshold for extreme MCSs is defined as the top 10 percentile at each grid box for178

each 6-month period, so the climatological probability of an extreme MCS is 10%. The179

extremes are calculated for each of the five MCS characteristics. We define the risk ra-180

tio Rrisk at each location as,181

Rrisk =
Extreme MCSwave/MCSwave

10%
. (2)

Extreme MCSwave denotes the number of extreme MCSs concurrent with a particular182

CCEW. ”Extreme MCSwave” is normalized by the counts of MCSs concurrent with the183

CCEW because different waves modulate the MCS occurrence differently. The numer-184

ator as a whole calculates the probability of an MCS being categorized as extreme out185

of all the MCSs associated with that particular CCEW. A value of Rrisk larger than one186

shows that the CCEW elevates the probability of extreme MCSs relative to a climato-187

logical value of 10%.188

3 Climatological and CCEW-modulated MCS frequency189

The distribution of MCS occurrence (colors in Fig. 1a) closely follows the mean190

tropical precipitation (contours). The frequency of MCSs is highest along the Intertrop-191

ical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) where the annual precipitation is high. This correspon-192

dence between MCS counts and rainfall holds true for different seasons such that the MCS193

counts closely follow the migration of the ITCZ (Fig. S1). Nonetheless, the MCS occur-194

rence does not solely depend on the mean precipitation. Landmasses, regardless of con-195

tinents or islands, accumulate the highest counts of MCSs, although these regions gen-196

erally show less annual rainfall than the adjacent ocean. Given that the percentage of197

MCS rainfall remains similar at 50–70% across the tropics (Fig 10 of Z. Feng et al., 2021),198

the high number of MCSs over land suggests that they produce less lifetime total rain199

than the oceanic ones (see also Fig. S3). Over the ocean, MCSs are most frequent over200

the warm pool and South Pacific Convergence Zone, as well as along the ITCZ in the201

Western Hemisphere. This global distribution is consistent with studies using various202

tracking algorithms on different satellite products (Houze et al., 2015; X. Huang et al.,203

2018) and reaffirms the validity of the MCS database.204

Figure 1b-1d shows an increase in the MCS frequency associated with active CCEWs,205

as indicated by Rfreq larger than 1 (red shading). This increase in frequency is consis-206

tent with the interpretation that convective envelopes of CCEWs favor upscale growth207
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Figure 1. (a) MCS counts binned in 5◦ × 5◦ grid boxes from 2001 to 2019. Each MCS is

binned by its average lifetime location. Annual mean precipitation is contoured at 0.1 mm hr−1.

(b)-(d) Frequency ratio (Rfreq, colors) of MCS occurrence relative to climatology when the cal-

culation is conditioned on (b) Kelvin waves in MAMJJA, (c) TDs in JJASON, and (d) the MJO

in NDJFMA. The mean standard deviation of wave-filtered rainfall in the respective months is

contoured every 0.05 mm hr−1 with zero lines omitted.

of convection, support the development of MCS, and thereby increase the MCS frequency.208

This modulation is stronger over the ocean for all CCEWs (also Fig. S2). The average209

Rfreq for Kelvin waves, TDs, and the MJO over the ocean is 2.0, 2.2, and 1.6 compared210

to 1.4, 1.5, and 1.3 over the land. The lack of other forcing mechanisms over the ocean,211

such as the diurnal cycle and topography (Sakaeda et al., 2020), likely renders CCEWs212

more effective in supporting MCSs than over land.213

The darker red shadings of Rfreq for Kelvin waves and TDs compared to the MJO214

(Fig. 1b-1d) indicate stronger modulation by the former two. In fact, Kelvin waves and215

TDs are the two most effective modulators, followed by MRGs and ERs, and trailed by216

the MJO (Fig. S2). While numerous studies have highlighted the MJO as an important217

modulator of tropical rainfall and extreme events (e.g., Jones et al., 2004; Grimm, 2019;218

Schreck III, 2021; Vasconcelos Junior et al., 2021), these results suggest that synoptic-219

scale CCEWs influence convective organization and precipitation even more strongly than220

the MJO (Fink & Reiner, 2003; Linden et al., 2016; Schlueter et al., 2018; Ferrett et al.,221

2020; Latos et al., 2021; Lubis et al., 2022).222

The elevated MCS frequency (shading in Fig. 1b-1d) overall matches well with cli-223

matological CCEW activity (contours). Kelvin waves modulate MCS frequency most strongly224

over the Indo-Pacific warm pool and the east Pacific but less so from South America to225
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Africa, consistent with the activity of Kelvin waves (Roundy & Frank, 2004; P. Huang226

& Huang, 2011). On the contrary, TD frequency modulation is stronger over Africa and227

the Atlantic, as well as the Pacific. These regions are known for strong easterly wave ac-228

tivity during northern summer and fall (Kiladis et al., 2006; Rydbeck & Maloney, 2014;229

Cheng et al., 2019; T. Feng et al., 2020). Lastly, the modulation by the MJO appears230

stronger over the Eastern than Western Hemisphere, consistent with the MJO’s strong231

precipitation and circulations over the warm pool (M. C. Wheeler & Hendon, 2004; Zhang,232

2005). Note that wavenumber-frequency filtering cannot unambiguously identify CCEWs233

(Sakaeda et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2022; Knippertz et al., 2022), so Rfreq in regions with234

climatologically low wave activity should be interpreted with caution.235

4 MCS characteristics and their changes associated with CCEWs236

Figure 2 shows the covariability of MCS characteristics in joint pdfs. The pdf es-237

timates are calculated by binning MCS characteristics according to their Z-scores (Sec.238

2.3). In this standardized format, zeros mark the mean at each grid box and the nonzero239

integers indicate the number of standard deviations from the mean. To aid interpreta-240

tion, physical quantities corresponding to the Z-scores in various regions are provided241

in Fig. S3. In all panels of Fig. 2, we choose lifetime total rain as a benchmark variable242

in all y-axes because 1) it is an integrated measure of MCS’s socioeconomic impact as243

it is a function of rain rates, sizes, and duration, and 2) it is a representative metric for244

approximating latent heat release important for wave–convection coupling (Nakamura245

& Takayabu, 2022a; Chien & Kim, 2023; Rios-Berrios et al., 2023). The x-axis denotes246

four other MCS characteristics in each column: average rain rates, maximum rain rates,247

sizes, and duration (defined in Sec. 2.3).248

The climatological pdfs (Fig.2a–2d) demonstrate the diverse behaviors of MCSs.249

For instance, MCSs with a high amount of lifetime total rain at 2 standard deviations250

above the mean is comprised of those with average and maximum rain rates ranging from251

-1 to 4 standard deviations, as well as sizes and duration from -1 to 5. The median of252

lifetime total rain for each bin in both intensity metrics (black dots in Fig. 2a and 2b)253

levels off for rain rates above 2 standard deviations. Indeed, both intensity metrics are254

only moderately correlated with lifetime total rain (correlation coefficients of 0.35 and255

0.48). This suggests that heavy rain rates alone do not necessarily produce a high amount256

of lifetime total rain because heavy rain may not be sustained for a long time or cover257

a large area. On the contrary, lifetime total rain is strongly correlated with sizes and du-258

ration (0.72 and 0.69, Fig. 2c and 2d). This indicates that MCSs covering a large area259

and/or lasting for a long period of time are very likely to produce high amounts of life-260

time total rain. It is worth noting that sizes and duration are only weakly correlated at261

0.28 (not shown), suggesting that a large MCS is not necessarily long-lived and vice versa.262

The pdfs of MCS characteristics change substantially when MCSs are conditioned263

on active CCEWs (bottom three rows of Fig. 2). In the first three panels for Kelvin waves264

(Fig. 2e–2g), the population decreases (blue shading) in the low-left corner and increases265

in the upper-right (red shading). This change indicates that MCSs rain harder, produce266

more lifetime total rain, and grow larger in size when they are concurrent with active267

Kelvin waves. For duration vs. lifetime total rain (Fig. 2h), the population shifts toward268

the upper-left corner, which suggests two related interpretations. 1) For a given dura-269

tion of MCSs, those collocated with active Kelvin waves produce more rain (green vs.270

black dots). 2) For a given amount of lifetime total rain, the MCS duration tends to be271

shorter. This population change indicates that the MCSs are more ”efficient” in produc-272

ing the same amount of lifetime total rain, suggesting an increase in rain rates and/or273

sizes, consistent with Fig. 2e–2g.274

Nearly identical shifts of MCS characteristics occur when TDs are active (2i–2l).275

For the MJO, a similar pattern change is observed but the amplitude is weaker than Kelvin276
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Figure 2. Top row (a–d): Joint probability distribution functions (pdfs) of MCS charac-

teristics for all MCSs. Bottom three rows: Change of pdfs from all-MCS ones when MCSs are

conditioned on (e–h) Kelvin waves, (i–l) TDs, and (m–p) the MJO. The first column shows pdfs

for average rain rate vs. lifetime total rain; the second maximum rain rate vs. lifetime total rain;

the third sizes vs. lifetime total rain; the fourth duration vs. lifetime total rain. In the first row,

color shadings indicate the log10 of the percentage of total MCS counts in each bin while in the

bottom three rows, colors show the log10 percentage change from all-MCS pdfs. Numbers on the

lower-right corner of each panel denote the correlation coefficient between the two variables for

all MCSs (top row) and those conditioned on CCEWs (bottom three rows). Black dots denote

the median of lifetime total rain binned by the four characteristics in the x-axis for all MCSs and

green dots mark the same median but for CCEW-conditioned MCSs. Stippling shows bins that

are statistically not significant from the all-MCS pdf at the 95% interval estimated using 1000

times random sampling. Gray shading indicates bins with no MCS occurrence.
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waves and TDs. Indeed, similar pattern changes occur for all CCEWs, but the ampli-277

tude of modulation differs (Fig. S4). Kelvin waves and TDs exhibit the most pronounced278

change in characteristics, followed by MRGs and ERs, trailed by the MJO. These sys-279

tematic changes confirm that all CCEWs provide environments for MCSs to rain harder,280

produce more rain, and grow larger in size, although the extent of these enhancements281

depends on the type of CCEWs.282

A natural question related to the change of characteristics is: do MCSs concurrent283

with active CCEWs behave differently from those without? Interestingly, the correla-284

tion among MCS characteristics, conditioned on CCEWs or not, remains remarkably sim-285

ilar, as shown by the correlation coefficients on the lower right corner of each panel in286

Figs. 2 and S4. This suggests that the change does not favor one characteristic over the287

other. Instead, the convective envelope of CCEWs provides a favorable environment for288

MCS development, but the underlying MCS dynamics likely remain similar with or with-289

out CCEWs.290

5 Risks of extreme MCSs associated with CCEWs291

The fact that MCSs tend to rain harder, produce more lifetime total rain, and de-292

velop into larger systems when they occur within active large-scale circulations suggests293

a more frequent occurrence of extreme MCSs associated with CCEWs. In this section,294

we investigate extreme MCSs with respect to the five characteristics used so far. Using295

all five metrics is because a single one cannot thoroughly depict the range of socioeco-296

nomic impacts of extreme rainfall events. For instance, extremely heavy rain rates can297

cause severe local flash floods while an extremely high amount of lifetime total rain can298

lead to widespread flooding.299

The risk ratio Rrisk measures the frequency change of extreme MCSs due to CCEWs300

(Sec. 2.4). Recall that a value of Rrisk larger than one indicates that CCEWs elevate301

the probability of extreme MCSs relative to the climatological value of 10%. Figures 3a-302

3c and S5 show that CCEWs generally elevate the probability of MCSs with extremely303

high amounts of lifetime total rain (red colors). Kelvin waves and TDs elevate the risk304

by a factor of two across the majority of the tropics. Interestingly, tropical Africa shows305

mixed signals by Kelvin waves but a strong increase by TDs. Kelvin waves are known306

to modulate precipitation (Nguyen & Duvel, 2008; Mekonnen & Thorncroft, 2016; Schlueter307

et al., 2018, 2019) and extreme rainfall (Lafore et al., 2017; Nicholson et al., 2022) over308

Africa. However, Fig. 3b shows that TDs, or African easterly waves, are more strongly309

correlated with extreme MCS rainfall events, consistent with Vizy and Cook (2022). The310

MJO shows overall slight increases in probability but those increases are interspersed with311

decreases around the globe (Fig. 3c). The most robust increase appears over the Indian312

Ocean and the equatorial Maritime Continent, consistent with strong MJO signals in the313

region and previous studies (M. C. Wheeler & Hendon, 2004; Zhang, 2005; Da Silva &314

Matthews, 2021; Schreck III, 2021; Lubis et al., 2022). The mixed probability over South315

America and Africa is somewhat similar to the noisy signal in Schreck III (2021) but slightly316

at odds with Vasconcelos Junior et al. (2021) over South America, likely due to a dif-317

ferent definition of extreme events. Rrisk for MCSs with extreme maximum rain rates318

shows a remarkably similar pattern (Fig S6) to Fig. 3a–3c.319

Figure 3d summarizes the global average of statistically significant Rrisk for each320

of the characteristics. Kelvin waves and TDs nearly double the probabilities of extreme321

MCSs in all MCS characteristics (lifetime total in red, two rain intensity metrics in or-322

ange and yellow, and sizes in green) except for duration (blue). Interestingly, for both323

types of CCEWs, while there is slight variation in the amplitude of modulation (Rrisk324

ranging from 1.7 to 1.9), the prevalence of extreme MCSs, as measured by the percent-325

age of the global tropics showing statistically significant signals, differentiates the mod-326

ulation of one characteristic from another. More than 60% of the tropics shows more fre-327
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Figure 3. Risk ratio (Rrisk) for MCSs with extremely high lifetime total rain for (a) Kelvin

waves, (b) TDs, and (c) the MJO. Mean standard deviation of wave-filtered rainfall in the respec-

tive 6 months is contoured every 0.05 mm hr−1. (d) Average Rrisk for CCEWs over the global

tropics where the risk ratio is statistically significant at the 95% interval. Asterisks indicate how

prevalent statistically significant signals are. Each asterisk represents 10% of the grid boxes in

the global tropics. In (a)–(c), stippling marks statistically not significant regions at the 95%

interval estimated using 1000 times random sampling. Grid boxes accumulating less than 100

counts of MCSs over the 6 months during 2001–2019 are plotted white and those with no MCS

occurrence gray. In (d), the legend shows different flavors of extreme MCSs in various colors.

quent extremely large MCSs and extremely high lifetime total rain, compared to only328

30–50% of the tropics having extremely heavy rain rates. Similarly, the MJO elevates329

Rrisk for the lifetime total rain, intensity, and sizes but to a weaker extent (Rrisk rang-330

ing from 1.4 to 1.7) and over fewer regions (10–30% of the global tropics). The relation-331

ship between CCEWs and extreme MCSs, as measured by Rrisk and its prevalence, is332

strongest for Kelvin waves and TDs, followed by MRGs and ERs, and trailed by the MJO333

(Fig S5, S6, and S7).334

CCEWs marginally modulate the probability of extremely long-lasting systems. The335

Rrisk (blue) is increased to 1.7 by TDs and to 1.2 by Kelvin waves and the MJO. Nonethe-336

less, the areas affected by all types of CCEWs are limited to 10–20% of the tropics, much337

lower than other MCS characteristics. This weak modulation of extremely long-lived MCSs338

is consistent with the marginal impact of CCEWs on MCS duration (not shown).339

6 Conclusions and Discussions340

Our analysis of MCSs using satellite-derived tropical cloudiness and rainfall demon-341

strates that MCSs are modulated by CCEWs. More specifically, when MCSs are con-342

current with active CCEWs: 1) MCSs occur more frequently (Fig. 1). 2) MCSs tend to343

rain harder, produce more lifetime total rain, and grow larger in size (Fig. 2). 3) The344

probability of extreme MCSs is elevated across a large portion of the tropics (Fig. 3).345

4) These changes in MCS frequencies and characteristics are most pronounced when MCSs346

are associated with Kevin waves and TDs, followed by the MRGs and ERs, and trailed347

by the MJO.348

We have also found that different MCS characteristics are modulated by CCEWs349

to varying degrees. While mesoscale clustering generally enhances tropical precipitation350

(Angulo-Umana & Kim, 2023), the interplay among physical constraints, such as mois-351

ture sources from moisture convergence and surface fluxes (Doswell et al., 1996), the en-352

ergetics of ocean-atmosphere discharge-recharge cycles (S. S. Chen et al., 2016), and the353

extent of favorable MCS environments provided by CCEWs likely determines the am-354
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plitude of enhancements. Interestingly, while CCEWs may favor mesoscale convective355

organization, the fact that correlations among MCS characteristics are relatively insen-356

sitive to CCEWs (Fig. 2) indicates that CCEWs do not fundamentally alter MCS dy-357

namics.358

The varying strengths of MCS modulation among CCEWs are likely rooted in their359

differing convective coupling mechanisms (Yasunaga & Mapes, 2011b; Wolding et al., 2020;360

Nakamura & Takayabu, 2022b; Adames, 2022; Sakaeda & Torri, 2022). CCEWs such as361

the MJO and ER are primarily driven by moisture variability. Others such as Kelvin waves362

and African easterly waves demonstrate strong gravity wave characteristics where adi-363

abatic motions driven by wave dynamics play a key role in convective coupling. In ad-364

dition, the different convective evolution observed in Kelvin waves and ERs suggests that365

the stretched building block hypothesis may not explain convective coupling across all366

CCEWs (Nakamura & Takayabu, 2022b). These differing coupling mechanisms warrant367

further investigation to better understand the interactions between convective and large-368

scale circulations (Houze et al., 2000; Ocasio et al., 2020).369

We note the following caveats of this study. Convective organization occurs across370

time scales (Gottschalck et al., 2013; Peatman et al., 2021) and wavenumber-frequency371

filtering cannot unambiguously identify CCEWs (Sakaeda et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2022;372

Knippertz et al., 2022). One may argue that the stronger modulation from higher-frequency373

CCEWs can be attributed to MCS projection onto the wavenumber-frequency space due374

to comparable spatial and temporal scales. However, we have found that the amplitude375

of the waves is weakly correlated with MCS characteristics (not shown), suggesting that376

other physical mechanisms contribute to the MCS-CCEW relationship. A related caveat377

is the weaker modulation by the MJO. This could be the result of interference among378

enhanced and suppressed phases of smaller-scale CCEWs embedded in the MJO planetary-379

scale convective envelope (Straub & Kiladis, 2003; Roundy, 2008; Dias et al., 2013, 2017).380

Our results have the following potential implications. From a model development381

perspective, organized convection has been poorly represented in global models with con-382

vection parameterization (Moncrieff et al., 2017) and marginally constrained in cloud-383

permitting models (Stevens et al., 2019). Various characteristics used here such as size384

and duration in observations can be utilized as benchmarks for model development. Stud-385

ies have also shown that either incorporating the aggregated effects of organized convec-386

tion in cumulus parameterization (Moncrieff et al., 2017; Bengtsson et al., 2021) or us-387

ing cloud-resolving capabilities (Judt & Rios-Berrios, 2021; Rios-Berrios et al., 2023; Jung388

& Knippertz, 2023) can improve model representation of CCEWs. However, whether these389

models can reproduce MCS modulations by the large-scale forcing documented here needs390

to be investigated. In addition, the results regarding extreme MCSs suggest that fore-391

casts of high-impact events at long lead times need to consider forecasts of CCEWs along392

with those of the MJO. This statistical analysis may be combined with global models393

to provide a probabilistic forecast of extremes at extended lead times.394
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Key Points:8

• Mesoscale convective system (MCS) frequency increases during the active phase9

of convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs).10

• MCSs tend to rain harder, produce more lifetime total rain, and grow larger in11

size when they occur during the active phase of CCEWs.12

• The probability of extreme MCSs rises during active CCEWs. This provides an13

opportunity for extended forecasts of extreme rainfall events.14
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Abstract15

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) produce over 50% of tropical precipitation and ac-16

count for the majority of extreme rainfall and flooding events. MCSs are considered the17

building blocks of larger-scale convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs). While18

CCEWs can provide favorable environments for convection, how CCEWs can system-19

atically impact organized convection and thereby MCS characteristics is less clear. We20

examine this question by analyzing a global MCS tracking dataset. During the active21

phase of CCEWs, MCS frequency increases and MCSs rain harder, produce more life-22

time total rain, and grow larger in size. The probability of extreme MCSs also elevates.23

These changes are most pronounced when MCSs are associated with Kelvin waves and24

tropical depression-type waves while least so with the Madden-Julian Oscillation. These25

results can be benchmarks to improve model representation of MCS interactions with26

large-scale circulations and can be leveraged operationally for extended forecasts of high-27

impact MCSs.28

Plain Language Summary29

Satellite observations show that the population of tropical clouds tends to cluster30

in a variety of sizes. A type of cluster with a size of around 100 km, known as mesoscale31

convective systems (MCSs), produces over 50% of tropical rainfall and often causes ex-32

treme rainfall and flooding events because MCSs can produce heavy rainfall for a long33

duration. Other larger clusters spanning from 1000 to 10000 km, such as convectively34

coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs), can favor the formation of convection within them.35

However, how CCEWs can systematically change MCS development and characteristics36

is not well understood. We examine this by analyzing an MCS tracking dataset. When37

MCSs occur within CCEWs, their frequency increases and they rain harder, produce more38

lifetime total rain, and grow larger in size. The probability of extreme MCSs is also el-39

evated. These changes are most pronounced when MCSs occur within two types of CCEWs,40

Kelvin waves and tropical depression-type waves while least so with another, the Madden-41

Julian Oscillation. These results can be benchmarks to improve computer simulations42

of MCS interactions with large-scale circulations. Because CCEWs are better predicted43

than MCSs beyond one week, results here can also be leveraged operationally for fore-44

casts of high-impact MCSs.45

1 Introduction46

Satellite observations of clouds in the tropics reveal a hierarchy of organized cloud47

clusters ranging from the planetary-scale Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO), through synoptic-48

scale convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs), to mesoscale convective systems49

(MCSs, Nakazawa, 1988; Mapes & Houze, 1993; S. S. Chen et al., 1996). These various50

types of convective organization are not necessarily independent from one another and51

MCSs, with scales of 100s of kilometers, are often considered building blocks of those larger-52

scale tropical circulations (Mapes et al., 2006). The most intense MCSs often cause high-53

impact weather events and the frequency of these rainfall extremes has increased in the54

past few decades and is projected to rise with climate change (Z. Feng et al., 2016; Tay-55

lor et al., 2017; Tabari, 2020; R. S. Schumacher & Rasmussen, 2020). While MCSs are56

difficult to predict in current global weather and climate models due to their smaller scales57

and dependence on subgrid-scale processes, larger-scale disturbances such as CCEWs can58

be predicted with higher skill beyond one week (Ying & Zhang, 2017; Dias et al., 2018;59

Janiga et al., 2018; Judt, 2020). Therefore, synoptic disturbances can be useful sources60

of extended predictability for tropical rainfall events associated with MCSs. A critical61

step towards this is to establish an observational understanding of how MCS character-62

istics and their extremes can be related to those large-scale disturbances.63
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The potential modulation of MCSs by large-scale tropical circulations is somewhat64

expected considering that 100 years of MCS research invariantly highlights how environ-65

mental conditions can impact the initiation, development, and intensity of MCSs over66

a wide range of climate regimes (e.g., Houze, 2018; Rotunno et al., 1988; LeMone et al.,67

1998; Laing & Fritsch, 2000). Vertical wind shear can favor convective cells to organize68

into coherent mesoscale entities. Moisture and entrainment of dry air can impact the abil-69

ity of convective elements to grow upscale into extensive stratiform regions character-70

istics of mature MCSs (C. Schumacher & Houze, 2006; X. Chen et al., 2022). The most71

intense and high-impact MCSs are often a result of interactions across scales generat-72

ing favorable environments for long-lasting convection (Vizy & Cook, 2022; R. S. Schu-73

macher & Johnson, 2005; Taylor et al., 2017; Latos et al., 2021; Baranowski et al., 2020).74

While the term CCEWs is traditionally reserved for convectively coupled Matsuno75

modes (Matsuno, 1966; Kiladis et al., 2009), here we adopt a broad perspective (Wolding76

et al., 2020), which also includes the MJO (Madden & Julian, 1971) and tropical depres-77

sion (TD)-type disturbances or easterly waves (Takayabu & Nitta, 1993; Kiladis et al.,78

2006). CCEWs can modulate tropical environments to favor convective initiation and79

organization (Kiladis et al., 2009; Serra et al., 2020). This modulation can impact the80

ensemble of cloud populations and change the likelihood of MCS occurrence (Mapes et81

al., 2006; Yasunaga & Mapes, 2011b, 2011a; Nakamura & Takayabu, 2022a, 2022b). In82

addition, since the structures of CCEWs vary systematically from one another, this in-83

fluences the ability of different CCEWs to support convection and determines whether84

groups of convective cells can develop upscale into MCSs. A recently developed 19-year85

MCS tracking dataset from Z. Feng et al. (2021) offers a unique opportunity to system-86

atically examine the relationship between CCEWs and embedded MCSs across the global87

tropics.88

The goal of this study is to document how MCSs are systematically modulated by89

CCEWs as part of a broad community effort to further our understanding of convective90

organization and wave-convection coupling in the tropics. In particular, we address two91

questions: 1) How do CCEWs modulate MCS frequency, characteristics, and extremes?92

2) How does this modulation vary with different CCEWs? This observed relationship93

between organized convection and large-scale circulations can be benchmarks to improve94

model representations of MCS interactions with large-scale circulations and provide op-95

erational guidance for high-impact MCS events at extended lead times.96

2 Data and Method97

2.1 CCEW identification98

We use the rainfall product of Global Precipitation Mission Integrated Multi-satellitE99

Retrievals for Global precipitation measurement (GPM IMERG, Huffman et al., 2020)100

from 2001 to 2019. The IMERG rainfall is utilized at 3-hour intervals and interpolated101

to 2.5 ◦ × 2.5 ◦. To identify CCEWs, tropical rainfall is filtered in wavenumber-frequency102

space following the standard method from M. Wheeler and Kiladis (1999), with the same103

parameters as in Dias et al. (2017) for Matsuno’s modes and the MJO. For TDs, we ap-104

ply the same filter as in Kiladis et al. (2006). Due to the large seasonal and regional vari-105

ation of CCEW activity across the globe (M. Wheeler & Kiladis, 1999; Roundy & Frank,106

2004; P. Huang & Huang, 2011; Dias & Kiladis, 2014), amplitudes of the filtered signals107

are normalized by standard deviation at each grid point using the 3-hourly data with108

the first three harmonics of seasonal cycle removed. In the interest of conciseness, but109

still considering seasonal cycles of CCEWs, we present results from March–August for110

Kelvin waves, June—November for TDs and mixed Rossby gravity waves (MRGs), and111

November–April for equatorial Rossby waves (ERs) and the MJO. These are the months112

when each type of CCEWs is most active (not shown).113
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While we have investigated all CCEWs, we exclude westward and eastward inertio-114

gravity waves. This is because one underlying assumption is that large-scale circulations115

provide a relatively unchanged environment within the typical lifetime of MCSs. The lack116

of scale separation between MCSs and inertio-gravity waves invalidates this assumption.117

2.2 MCS database118

We use the global MCS database from Z. Feng et al. (2021) where MCSs are tracked119

hourly from 2001 to 2019 using NASA brightness temperature (Tb) (Janowiak et al., 2017)120

and precipitation features (PFs) retrieved from the GPM IMERG precipitation prod-121

uct at 0.1◦ spatial resolution. The two datasets allow for more accurate identification122

of MCSs where their lifetime evolution and internal structure (such as convective and123

stratiform features manifested as rain rates) are considered. Briefly, an MCS is identi-124

fied if the following criteria are met for longer than four hours (see Z. Feng et al. (2021)125

for more details). 1) A cold cloud system defined in Tb exceeds an area of 4×104 km2
126

and contains at least a PF in IMERG with a major axis length larger than 100 km. 2)127

The PF area, mean rain rate, rain rate skewness, and heavy rain volume ratio are larger128

than corresponding lifetime-dependent thresholds. MCSs in the tropics are tracked in129

two domains and stitched together. The two domains are combined by allowing MCSs130

to track from east to west but not in the opposite direction near the boundaries (30◦–131

50◦E and 180◦). As a result, MCS tracks in those regions need to be interpreted with132

caution. Only MCSs within 15◦N/S are analyzed.133

2.3 MCS characteristics134

In the MCS dataset, each cold cloud system has hourly centroid latitudes and lon-135

gitudes. These values are averaged across the MCS lifetime to obtain a mean location136

and time of that MCS. If the corresponding amplitude of a CCEW, measured by the near-137

est grid points to the mean MCS location and the closest 3-hourly time stamp to the av-138

erage MCS time, is equal to or larger than one standard deviation, the MCS is deter-139

mined to be concurrent with that active CCEW. Note that since tropical convection is140

organized at various time scales, an MCS can be associated with more than one type of141

active CCEWs.142

We calculate five representative characteristics of MCSs to assess their intensity,143

sizes, and duration. The three intensity metrics are lifetime total rain, average rain rate,144

and maximum rain rate. The lifetime total rain is the integrated amount of rain, expressed145

in millimeters (mm), falling underneath an MCS cloud shield throughout its lifetime. This146

metric can be converted to volumetric rain in kilograms. The average rain rate, measured147

in mm hr−1, is the mean rain rate of the largest 3 PFs of an MCS throughout its life-148

time. Three PFs are used because the MCS tracking dataset only includes precipitation149

statistics from the largest 3 PFs, which on average produce over 70% of the lifetime to-150

tal precipitation. The maximum rain rate, expressed in mm hr−1, is defined as the heav-151

iest precipitating pixel within the cloud shield during the lifetime of an MCS. The size152

of an MCS is expressed in km2 as the mean area of the cold cloud shield during its life-153

time. The duration is the total hours of each tracked cold cloud system. Every MCS has154

one value for each of these metrics to represent its overall characteristics.155

We bin MCSs into 5◦ × 5◦ grid boxes. Values of MCS characteristics are standard-156

ized by the mean and standard deviation of all MCSs occurring in the same grid box and157

months. Despite tremendous MCS variability globally and seasonally (Houze et al., 2015;158

X. Huang et al., 2018; Schiro et al., 2020; Z. Feng et al., 2021), using this dimensionless159

Z-score in probability distribution functions (pdfs) renders distributions of MCS char-160

acteristics similar across the globe (not shown). The choice of grid-box sizes is made be-161

cause the area of an individual MCS is at least 2◦ × 2◦ and this binning yields robust162
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statistical analysis. Tests reveal that the size of the grids does not qualitatively impact163

the results.164

2.4 MCS frequency and risk ratio for extreme MCSs165

Two ratios are defined to assess the change in MCS frequency attributable to CCEWs166

relative to the climatology. A frequency ratio for MCS occurrence Rfreq in each grid box167

is defined as,168

Rfreq =
MCSwave/twave

MCSall/tall
(1)

MCSwave is the number of MCSs concurrent with a particular CCEW, and twave is the169

number of times when that CCEW is active. MCSall is the total number of MCSs, and170

tall is the total number of times. For each CCEW type, all numbers are calculated for171

the respective 6-month periods considered from 2001 to 2019. The numerator of Rfreq172

describes the frequency of MCSs when that CCEW is active and the denominator is the173

climatological frequency of MCSs. Taken together, Rfreq measures the MCS frequency174

change associated with that CCEW normalized by climatology. A value larger than one175

indicates the presence of the CCEW increases the frequency of MCSs.176

Similarly, we define a risk ratio to measure the frequency change of extreme MCSs.177

The threshold for extreme MCSs is defined as the top 10 percentile at each grid box for178

each 6-month period, so the climatological probability of an extreme MCS is 10%. The179

extremes are calculated for each of the five MCS characteristics. We define the risk ra-180

tio Rrisk at each location as,181

Rrisk =
Extreme MCSwave/MCSwave

10%
. (2)

Extreme MCSwave denotes the number of extreme MCSs concurrent with a particular182

CCEW. ”Extreme MCSwave” is normalized by the counts of MCSs concurrent with the183

CCEW because different waves modulate the MCS occurrence differently. The numer-184

ator as a whole calculates the probability of an MCS being categorized as extreme out185

of all the MCSs associated with that particular CCEW. A value of Rrisk larger than one186

shows that the CCEW elevates the probability of extreme MCSs relative to a climato-187

logical value of 10%.188

3 Climatological and CCEW-modulated MCS frequency189

The distribution of MCS occurrence (colors in Fig. 1a) closely follows the mean190

tropical precipitation (contours). The frequency of MCSs is highest along the Intertrop-191

ical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) where the annual precipitation is high. This correspon-192

dence between MCS counts and rainfall holds true for different seasons such that the MCS193

counts closely follow the migration of the ITCZ (Fig. S1). Nonetheless, the MCS occur-194

rence does not solely depend on the mean precipitation. Landmasses, regardless of con-195

tinents or islands, accumulate the highest counts of MCSs, although these regions gen-196

erally show less annual rainfall than the adjacent ocean. Given that the percentage of197

MCS rainfall remains similar at 50–70% across the tropics (Fig 10 of Z. Feng et al., 2021),198

the high number of MCSs over land suggests that they produce less lifetime total rain199

than the oceanic ones (see also Fig. S3). Over the ocean, MCSs are most frequent over200

the warm pool and South Pacific Convergence Zone, as well as along the ITCZ in the201

Western Hemisphere. This global distribution is consistent with studies using various202

tracking algorithms on different satellite products (Houze et al., 2015; X. Huang et al.,203

2018) and reaffirms the validity of the MCS database.204

Figure 1b-1d shows an increase in the MCS frequency associated with active CCEWs,205

as indicated by Rfreq larger than 1 (red shading). This increase in frequency is consis-206

tent with the interpretation that convective envelopes of CCEWs favor upscale growth207
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Figure 1. (a) MCS counts binned in 5◦ × 5◦ grid boxes from 2001 to 2019. Each MCS is

binned by its average lifetime location. Annual mean precipitation is contoured at 0.1 mm hr−1.

(b)-(d) Frequency ratio (Rfreq, colors) of MCS occurrence relative to climatology when the cal-

culation is conditioned on (b) Kelvin waves in MAMJJA, (c) TDs in JJASON, and (d) the MJO

in NDJFMA. The mean standard deviation of wave-filtered rainfall in the respective months is

contoured every 0.05 mm hr−1 with zero lines omitted.

of convection, support the development of MCS, and thereby increase the MCS frequency.208

This modulation is stronger over the ocean for all CCEWs (also Fig. S2). The average209

Rfreq for Kelvin waves, TDs, and the MJO over the ocean is 2.0, 2.2, and 1.6 compared210

to 1.4, 1.5, and 1.3 over the land. The lack of other forcing mechanisms over the ocean,211

such as the diurnal cycle and topography (Sakaeda et al., 2020), likely renders CCEWs212

more effective in supporting MCSs than over land.213

The darker red shadings of Rfreq for Kelvin waves and TDs compared to the MJO214

(Fig. 1b-1d) indicate stronger modulation by the former two. In fact, Kelvin waves and215

TDs are the two most effective modulators, followed by MRGs and ERs, and trailed by216

the MJO (Fig. S2). While numerous studies have highlighted the MJO as an important217

modulator of tropical rainfall and extreme events (e.g., Jones et al., 2004; Grimm, 2019;218

Schreck III, 2021; Vasconcelos Junior et al., 2021), these results suggest that synoptic-219

scale CCEWs influence convective organization and precipitation even more strongly than220

the MJO (Fink & Reiner, 2003; Linden et al., 2016; Schlueter et al., 2018; Ferrett et al.,221

2020; Latos et al., 2021; Lubis et al., 2022).222

The elevated MCS frequency (shading in Fig. 1b-1d) overall matches well with cli-223

matological CCEW activity (contours). Kelvin waves modulate MCS frequency most strongly224

over the Indo-Pacific warm pool and the east Pacific but less so from South America to225
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Africa, consistent with the activity of Kelvin waves (Roundy & Frank, 2004; P. Huang226

& Huang, 2011). On the contrary, TD frequency modulation is stronger over Africa and227

the Atlantic, as well as the Pacific. These regions are known for strong easterly wave ac-228

tivity during northern summer and fall (Kiladis et al., 2006; Rydbeck & Maloney, 2014;229

Cheng et al., 2019; T. Feng et al., 2020). Lastly, the modulation by the MJO appears230

stronger over the Eastern than Western Hemisphere, consistent with the MJO’s strong231

precipitation and circulations over the warm pool (M. C. Wheeler & Hendon, 2004; Zhang,232

2005). Note that wavenumber-frequency filtering cannot unambiguously identify CCEWs233

(Sakaeda et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2022; Knippertz et al., 2022), so Rfreq in regions with234

climatologically low wave activity should be interpreted with caution.235

4 MCS characteristics and their changes associated with CCEWs236

Figure 2 shows the covariability of MCS characteristics in joint pdfs. The pdf es-237

timates are calculated by binning MCS characteristics according to their Z-scores (Sec.238

2.3). In this standardized format, zeros mark the mean at each grid box and the nonzero239

integers indicate the number of standard deviations from the mean. To aid interpreta-240

tion, physical quantities corresponding to the Z-scores in various regions are provided241

in Fig. S3. In all panels of Fig. 2, we choose lifetime total rain as a benchmark variable242

in all y-axes because 1) it is an integrated measure of MCS’s socioeconomic impact as243

it is a function of rain rates, sizes, and duration, and 2) it is a representative metric for244

approximating latent heat release important for wave–convection coupling (Nakamura245

& Takayabu, 2022a; Chien & Kim, 2023; Rios-Berrios et al., 2023). The x-axis denotes246

four other MCS characteristics in each column: average rain rates, maximum rain rates,247

sizes, and duration (defined in Sec. 2.3).248

The climatological pdfs (Fig.2a–2d) demonstrate the diverse behaviors of MCSs.249

For instance, MCSs with a high amount of lifetime total rain at 2 standard deviations250

above the mean is comprised of those with average and maximum rain rates ranging from251

-1 to 4 standard deviations, as well as sizes and duration from -1 to 5. The median of252

lifetime total rain for each bin in both intensity metrics (black dots in Fig. 2a and 2b)253

levels off for rain rates above 2 standard deviations. Indeed, both intensity metrics are254

only moderately correlated with lifetime total rain (correlation coefficients of 0.35 and255

0.48). This suggests that heavy rain rates alone do not necessarily produce a high amount256

of lifetime total rain because heavy rain may not be sustained for a long time or cover257

a large area. On the contrary, lifetime total rain is strongly correlated with sizes and du-258

ration (0.72 and 0.69, Fig. 2c and 2d). This indicates that MCSs covering a large area259

and/or lasting for a long period of time are very likely to produce high amounts of life-260

time total rain. It is worth noting that sizes and duration are only weakly correlated at261

0.28 (not shown), suggesting that a large MCS is not necessarily long-lived and vice versa.262

The pdfs of MCS characteristics change substantially when MCSs are conditioned263

on active CCEWs (bottom three rows of Fig. 2). In the first three panels for Kelvin waves264

(Fig. 2e–2g), the population decreases (blue shading) in the low-left corner and increases265

in the upper-right (red shading). This change indicates that MCSs rain harder, produce266

more lifetime total rain, and grow larger in size when they are concurrent with active267

Kelvin waves. For duration vs. lifetime total rain (Fig. 2h), the population shifts toward268

the upper-left corner, which suggests two related interpretations. 1) For a given dura-269

tion of MCSs, those collocated with active Kelvin waves produce more rain (green vs.270

black dots). 2) For a given amount of lifetime total rain, the MCS duration tends to be271

shorter. This population change indicates that the MCSs are more ”efficient” in produc-272

ing the same amount of lifetime total rain, suggesting an increase in rain rates and/or273

sizes, consistent with Fig. 2e–2g.274

Nearly identical shifts of MCS characteristics occur when TDs are active (2i–2l).275

For the MJO, a similar pattern change is observed but the amplitude is weaker than Kelvin276
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Figure 2. Top row (a–d): Joint probability distribution functions (pdfs) of MCS charac-

teristics for all MCSs. Bottom three rows: Change of pdfs from all-MCS ones when MCSs are

conditioned on (e–h) Kelvin waves, (i–l) TDs, and (m–p) the MJO. The first column shows pdfs

for average rain rate vs. lifetime total rain; the second maximum rain rate vs. lifetime total rain;

the third sizes vs. lifetime total rain; the fourth duration vs. lifetime total rain. In the first row,

color shadings indicate the log10 of the percentage of total MCS counts in each bin while in the

bottom three rows, colors show the log10 percentage change from all-MCS pdfs. Numbers on the

lower-right corner of each panel denote the correlation coefficient between the two variables for

all MCSs (top row) and those conditioned on CCEWs (bottom three rows). Black dots denote

the median of lifetime total rain binned by the four characteristics in the x-axis for all MCSs and

green dots mark the same median but for CCEW-conditioned MCSs. Stippling shows bins that

are statistically not significant from the all-MCS pdf at the 95% interval estimated using 1000

times random sampling. Gray shading indicates bins with no MCS occurrence.
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waves and TDs. Indeed, similar pattern changes occur for all CCEWs, but the ampli-277

tude of modulation differs (Fig. S4). Kelvin waves and TDs exhibit the most pronounced278

change in characteristics, followed by MRGs and ERs, trailed by the MJO. These sys-279

tematic changes confirm that all CCEWs provide environments for MCSs to rain harder,280

produce more rain, and grow larger in size, although the extent of these enhancements281

depends on the type of CCEWs.282

A natural question related to the change of characteristics is: do MCSs concurrent283

with active CCEWs behave differently from those without? Interestingly, the correla-284

tion among MCS characteristics, conditioned on CCEWs or not, remains remarkably sim-285

ilar, as shown by the correlation coefficients on the lower right corner of each panel in286

Figs. 2 and S4. This suggests that the change does not favor one characteristic over the287

other. Instead, the convective envelope of CCEWs provides a favorable environment for288

MCS development, but the underlying MCS dynamics likely remain similar with or with-289

out CCEWs.290

5 Risks of extreme MCSs associated with CCEWs291

The fact that MCSs tend to rain harder, produce more lifetime total rain, and de-292

velop into larger systems when they occur within active large-scale circulations suggests293

a more frequent occurrence of extreme MCSs associated with CCEWs. In this section,294

we investigate extreme MCSs with respect to the five characteristics used so far. Using295

all five metrics is because a single one cannot thoroughly depict the range of socioeco-296

nomic impacts of extreme rainfall events. For instance, extremely heavy rain rates can297

cause severe local flash floods while an extremely high amount of lifetime total rain can298

lead to widespread flooding.299

The risk ratio Rrisk measures the frequency change of extreme MCSs due to CCEWs300

(Sec. 2.4). Recall that a value of Rrisk larger than one indicates that CCEWs elevate301

the probability of extreme MCSs relative to the climatological value of 10%. Figures 3a-302

3c and S5 show that CCEWs generally elevate the probability of MCSs with extremely303

high amounts of lifetime total rain (red colors). Kelvin waves and TDs elevate the risk304

by a factor of two across the majority of the tropics. Interestingly, tropical Africa shows305

mixed signals by Kelvin waves but a strong increase by TDs. Kelvin waves are known306

to modulate precipitation (Nguyen & Duvel, 2008; Mekonnen & Thorncroft, 2016; Schlueter307

et al., 2018, 2019) and extreme rainfall (Lafore et al., 2017; Nicholson et al., 2022) over308

Africa. However, Fig. 3b shows that TDs, or African easterly waves, are more strongly309

correlated with extreme MCS rainfall events, consistent with Vizy and Cook (2022). The310

MJO shows overall slight increases in probability but those increases are interspersed with311

decreases around the globe (Fig. 3c). The most robust increase appears over the Indian312

Ocean and the equatorial Maritime Continent, consistent with strong MJO signals in the313

region and previous studies (M. C. Wheeler & Hendon, 2004; Zhang, 2005; Da Silva &314

Matthews, 2021; Schreck III, 2021; Lubis et al., 2022). The mixed probability over South315

America and Africa is somewhat similar to the noisy signal in Schreck III (2021) but slightly316

at odds with Vasconcelos Junior et al. (2021) over South America, likely due to a dif-317

ferent definition of extreme events. Rrisk for MCSs with extreme maximum rain rates318

shows a remarkably similar pattern (Fig S6) to Fig. 3a–3c.319

Figure 3d summarizes the global average of statistically significant Rrisk for each320

of the characteristics. Kelvin waves and TDs nearly double the probabilities of extreme321

MCSs in all MCS characteristics (lifetime total in red, two rain intensity metrics in or-322

ange and yellow, and sizes in green) except for duration (blue). Interestingly, for both323

types of CCEWs, while there is slight variation in the amplitude of modulation (Rrisk324

ranging from 1.7 to 1.9), the prevalence of extreme MCSs, as measured by the percent-325

age of the global tropics showing statistically significant signals, differentiates the mod-326

ulation of one characteristic from another. More than 60% of the tropics shows more fre-327
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Figure 3. Risk ratio (Rrisk) for MCSs with extremely high lifetime total rain for (a) Kelvin

waves, (b) TDs, and (c) the MJO. Mean standard deviation of wave-filtered rainfall in the respec-

tive 6 months is contoured every 0.05 mm hr−1. (d) Average Rrisk for CCEWs over the global

tropics where the risk ratio is statistically significant at the 95% interval. Asterisks indicate how

prevalent statistically significant signals are. Each asterisk represents 10% of the grid boxes in

the global tropics. In (a)–(c), stippling marks statistically not significant regions at the 95%

interval estimated using 1000 times random sampling. Grid boxes accumulating less than 100

counts of MCSs over the 6 months during 2001–2019 are plotted white and those with no MCS

occurrence gray. In (d), the legend shows different flavors of extreme MCSs in various colors.

quent extremely large MCSs and extremely high lifetime total rain, compared to only328

30–50% of the tropics having extremely heavy rain rates. Similarly, the MJO elevates329

Rrisk for the lifetime total rain, intensity, and sizes but to a weaker extent (Rrisk rang-330

ing from 1.4 to 1.7) and over fewer regions (10–30% of the global tropics). The relation-331

ship between CCEWs and extreme MCSs, as measured by Rrisk and its prevalence, is332

strongest for Kelvin waves and TDs, followed by MRGs and ERs, and trailed by the MJO333

(Fig S5, S6, and S7).334

CCEWs marginally modulate the probability of extremely long-lasting systems. The335

Rrisk (blue) is increased to 1.7 by TDs and to 1.2 by Kelvin waves and the MJO. Nonethe-336

less, the areas affected by all types of CCEWs are limited to 10–20% of the tropics, much337

lower than other MCS characteristics. This weak modulation of extremely long-lived MCSs338

is consistent with the marginal impact of CCEWs on MCS duration (not shown).339

6 Conclusions and Discussions340

Our analysis of MCSs using satellite-derived tropical cloudiness and rainfall demon-341

strates that MCSs are modulated by CCEWs. More specifically, when MCSs are con-342

current with active CCEWs: 1) MCSs occur more frequently (Fig. 1). 2) MCSs tend to343

rain harder, produce more lifetime total rain, and grow larger in size (Fig. 2). 3) The344

probability of extreme MCSs is elevated across a large portion of the tropics (Fig. 3).345

4) These changes in MCS frequencies and characteristics are most pronounced when MCSs346

are associated with Kevin waves and TDs, followed by the MRGs and ERs, and trailed347

by the MJO.348

We have also found that different MCS characteristics are modulated by CCEWs349

to varying degrees. While mesoscale clustering generally enhances tropical precipitation350

(Angulo-Umana & Kim, 2023), the interplay among physical constraints, such as mois-351

ture sources from moisture convergence and surface fluxes (Doswell et al., 1996), the en-352

ergetics of ocean-atmosphere discharge-recharge cycles (S. S. Chen et al., 2016), and the353

extent of favorable MCS environments provided by CCEWs likely determines the am-354
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plitude of enhancements. Interestingly, while CCEWs may favor mesoscale convective355

organization, the fact that correlations among MCS characteristics are relatively insen-356

sitive to CCEWs (Fig. 2) indicates that CCEWs do not fundamentally alter MCS dy-357

namics.358

The varying strengths of MCS modulation among CCEWs are likely rooted in their359

differing convective coupling mechanisms (Yasunaga & Mapes, 2011b; Wolding et al., 2020;360

Nakamura & Takayabu, 2022b; Adames, 2022; Sakaeda & Torri, 2022). CCEWs such as361

the MJO and ER are primarily driven by moisture variability. Others such as Kelvin waves362

and African easterly waves demonstrate strong gravity wave characteristics where adi-363

abatic motions driven by wave dynamics play a key role in convective coupling. In ad-364

dition, the different convective evolution observed in Kelvin waves and ERs suggests that365

the stretched building block hypothesis may not explain convective coupling across all366

CCEWs (Nakamura & Takayabu, 2022b). These differing coupling mechanisms warrant367

further investigation to better understand the interactions between convective and large-368

scale circulations (Houze et al., 2000; Ocasio et al., 2020).369

We note the following caveats of this study. Convective organization occurs across370

time scales (Gottschalck et al., 2013; Peatman et al., 2021) and wavenumber-frequency371

filtering cannot unambiguously identify CCEWs (Sakaeda et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2022;372

Knippertz et al., 2022). One may argue that the stronger modulation from higher-frequency373

CCEWs can be attributed to MCS projection onto the wavenumber-frequency space due374

to comparable spatial and temporal scales. However, we have found that the amplitude375

of the waves is weakly correlated with MCS characteristics (not shown), suggesting that376

other physical mechanisms contribute to the MCS-CCEW relationship. A related caveat377

is the weaker modulation by the MJO. This could be the result of interference among378

enhanced and suppressed phases of smaller-scale CCEWs embedded in the MJO planetary-379

scale convective envelope (Straub & Kiladis, 2003; Roundy, 2008; Dias et al., 2013, 2017).380

Our results have the following potential implications. From a model development381

perspective, organized convection has been poorly represented in global models with con-382

vection parameterization (Moncrieff et al., 2017) and marginally constrained in cloud-383

permitting models (Stevens et al., 2019). Various characteristics used here such as size384

and duration in observations can be utilized as benchmarks for model development. Stud-385

ies have also shown that either incorporating the aggregated effects of organized convec-386

tion in cumulus parameterization (Moncrieff et al., 2017; Bengtsson et al., 2021) or us-387

ing cloud-resolving capabilities (Judt & Rios-Berrios, 2021; Rios-Berrios et al., 2023; Jung388

& Knippertz, 2023) can improve model representation of CCEWs. However, whether these389

models can reproduce MCS modulations by the large-scale forcing documented here needs390

to be investigated. In addition, the results regarding extreme MCSs suggest that fore-391

casts of high-impact events at long lead times need to consider forecasts of CCEWs along392

with those of the MJO. This statistical analysis may be combined with global models393

to provide a probabilistic forecast of extremes at extended lead times.394
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Figure S1. As in Fig. 1a, MCS counts binned in 5◦ × 5◦ grid boxes from 2001 to 2019 but

for four seasons: (a) MAM, (b) JJA, (c) SON, and (d) DJF. Each MCS is binned by its average

lifetime location. Mean seasonal precipitation is contoured at 0.1 mm hr−1.

Figure S2. As in Fig. 1b-1d, frequency ratio (Rfreq, colors) of MCS occurrence relative to

climatology when the calculation is conditioned on (a) mixed Rossby gravity waves (MRGs) in

JJASON, and (b) equatorial Rossby waves (ERs) in NDJFMA. The mean standard deviation of

wave-filtered rainfall in the respective months is contoured every 0.05 mm hr−1 with zero lines

omitted.
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Figure S3. (a) Delineated regions for (b) total MCS counts and (c)–(g) physical quantities

of MCS characteristics corresponding to the Z-scores. In (a), boxes denote land regions where

all quantities are calculated only over land: the Americas (red), Africa (orange), and Maritime

Continent (yellow). Shaded areas show oceanic regions where all values are calculated only over

the ocean: Indian Ocean (green), West Pacific (cyan), East Pacific (blue), and Atlantic (purple).

In (b), MCS counts are calculated in each region during 2001–2019. In (c)–(g), distributions of

physical values are shown in terms of the mean (*) and standard deviation (σ). Lifetime total

rain has a unit of 103 mm, average rain rate mm hr−1, maximum rain rate mm hr−1, duration

hr, and size 103 km2.
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Figure S4. As in the bottom 3 rows of Fig. 2, change of pdfs from all-MCS ones when

MCSs are conditioned on (a–d) MRGs, and (e–h) ERs. The first column shows pdfs for average

rain rate vs. lifetime total rain; the second maximum rain rate vs. lifetime total rain; the third

size vs. lifetime total rain; the fourth duration vs. lifetime total rain. Colors show the log10

percentage change from all-MCS pdfs. Numbers on the lower-right corner of each panel denote

the correlation coefficient between the two variables for MCS conditioned on CCEWs. Black dots

denote the median of lifetime total rain binned by the four characteristics in the x-axis for all

MCSs and green dots mark the same median but for CCEW-conditioned MCSs. Stippling shows

signals that are statistically not significant from the all-MCS pdf at the 95% interval estimated

using 1000 times random sampling. Gray shading indicates bins with zero MCS occurrence.
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Figure S5. As in Fig. 3a–b, risk ratio (Rrisk) for extremely high lifetime total rain but for

(a) MRGs, and (b) ERs. Mean standard deviation of wave-filtered rainfall in the respective 6

months is contoured every 0.05 mm hr−1. Stippling marks statistically not significant regions

at the 95% interval estimated using 1000 times random sampling. Grid boxes accumulating less

than 100 counts of MCSs over the respective 6 months during 2001–2019 are plotted white and

those with no MCS occurrence gray.
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Figure S6. As in Fig. 3a–b, but risk ratio (Rrisk) for extreme maximum rain rate for (a) Kelvin

waves, (b) TDs, (c) the MJO, (d) MRGs, and (e) ERs. Mean standard deviation of wave-filtered

rainfall in the respective 6 months is contoured every 0.05 mm hr−1. Stippling marks statistically

not significant regions at the 95% interval estimated using 1000 times random sampling. Grid

boxes accumulating less than 100 counts of MCSs over the respective 6 months in 2001–2019 are

shaded white and those with no MCS occurrence gray.
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Figure S7. As in Fig. 3d, but global average Rrisk for MRGs and ERs over the tropics where

the risk ratio is statistically significant at the 95% interval. Asterisks indicate how prevalent

statistically significant signals are. Each asterisk represents 10% of the grid boxes in the global

tropics. The legend shows different flavors of extreme MCSs in various colors.
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